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Oracle Pricelist Manager is a PaaS-based Solution fully integrated with
Oracle Supply Chain. This add-on is an excellent solution to quickly update
multiple price lists for different regions, customers, and discounts with a
single file upload.

Every time prices changed, users updated different price lists manually for
all the customers and regions. The manual task was both tedious and prone
to errors.

Due to the lack of standard functionality in the Oracle Order Management
solution, price lists were not automatically updated. To fill the product gap,
Forsys developed Oracle Pricelist Manager that instantly mass updates
price lists with a single source file.
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Oracle Pricelist Manager Benefits

80% savings in user time while updating all the Price Lists

80% reduction in manual efforts while updating Multiple Price Lists

Automatic price updates for all the Price Lists (regional, customer, discounts, etc.,);    
so, no further/individual calculations are needed

Improved end-to-end Supply Chain visibility

Enhanced business scale

Improved product pricing accuracy

Rapid partner onboarding

Faster speed to market

Maximized On-time In-Full
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Oracle Pricelist Manager Features

Single Sign-on Seamless to the Users

Hosted on Oracle PaaS Complement Oracle Cloud
Order Management Platform

Manage Pricing Rules to
Calculate & Update Seamless Integration

Optimized Pricing Engine Enhanced User Experience

Reduced Manual Efforts Final Price Adjustment Based
on Region, Customer, etc.,

Multiple Price Lists Update
Using a Single Source Input Fully integrated to Oracle SCM
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Preconfigured
integration solutions
seamlessly integrate
SaaS to SaaS, especially    
for the Manufacturing
and Hi-Tech industries.

Why Oracle Pricelist Manager?

Success Stories
A California-based video delivery technology and services company wanted to automatically
update its Item Price on Multiple Price lists through a Single Source input. Forsys built Oracle
Pricelist Manager for the customer and automatically updated all the price lists and
manufacturing items. This custom integration reduced manual efforts by 80% and the client
is not required to update the regional and customer price lists with applicable discounts
individually. 

About Forsys
Forsys is an Oracle Gold certified Cloud Excellence Implementation Partner, specializing in
ERP Fusion Cloud Financials and Fusion Cloud SCM operations. Forsys has a team of 100+
certified resources and have seamlessly executed 35+ projects using standardized
frameworks, industry templates, innovative solutions, and in-house accelerators to expedite
data conversion, migration, and integration.
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Fully integrated with
Oracle SaaS; it can
be used for other
industries as well
that are supported
by Oracle Cloud
Order Management.

PaaS hosted, easy
to use application
improves pricing
accuracy.

Single sign-on
solution.
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